
Roghnu 
White Glove 

Cloud Data Warehouse Solution



Simplify the process for 
finance to store, add to, 
and access data. 

White glove cloud data 
warehouse for small to medium 
sized companies.

No need to have IT and 
infrastructure to buy, develop, 
deploy, and maintain a 
solution. 

Let Roghnu maintain the 
technology and ensure your data 
is available to all your users.
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Your Data, Secure. Keep the data you want in a secure 
location where everyone on your team can have web access.

Shut down your legacy solution You don’t need the 
servers or computers to host your legacy product. This 
means you don’t have to patch them and keep them 
secure. You don’t have to pay for licenses and 
upgrades. 

Have your data back If you and when you 
decide you no longer need to store the data 
in your data warehouse we will either 
destroy it or we will deliver it back to you in a 
.csv format.

Control data transformation Don’t leave your 
data in excel on shared servers where anyone 
can gain access and update historical data by 
accident or on purpose.

You don't need to worry about upgrades, 
server updates, patches, network updates, 
hardware migrations or anything else.

Roghnu Cloud Data Warehouse Business Benefits

Your Data, Secure 

Have your data back

Shut down your legacy solution

Control data transformation 

No upgrades, no infrastructure to maintain
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Let our cloud infrastructure maintain your data and ensure that it 
is kept safe and available.

You don’t need IT, Roghnu is your IT
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It is really rather simple, our solution offers an unlimited data range 
of storage along with web access. If you want to keep 20 years of historical data for 
your management to access when needed this will work for. Supporting 
documentation can be attached as needed. Data can be purged at Clients discretion 
(e.g. over 7 years old). Access can be restricted and is accessible directly from within 
Intacct from the user dashboard, as well as from most standard browsers. Data is read 
only, but can be exported for analysis via Excel. Fixed fee pricing so you know your 
costs up front with no surprises.

Roghnu Cloud Data Warehouse

Your old data was reviewed and audited, you don’t 
have to lose that comfort in the quality of your data and don’t have to maintain your 
old system. We port the data as it is and let you continue to access it through a web 
interface.

If you decide to merge 
historical data with your new data we will help you standardize the legacy data with 
your new data. This will give you one place for all of your past and current data for 
backup and reporting. 

Your data is stored alone. This is not a multi-tenant data 
warehouse. Your data is stored in a database where only you can access it. This allows 
for easy maintenance of your data based on your needs.

Functionality

Maintain your legacy data layouts

A data warehouse

Standard data layouts merging historical and new data

Your data, your storage
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Data is accessed through full table access via web pages. 
The web pages are searchable based on pre-defined fields / columns for reference and 
all fields / columns to narrow down your search.  Our solution is priced for everyone.

If you want to use business intelligence tools to slice and 
dice your legacy data that is perfectly acceptable. We provide access to the data 
enabling access. For example, you can use Microsoft Power BI Desktop and quickly 
report on your data. 

You can add to your data set, it does not have to be a one time 
load. We provide both an online and bulk data upload process for you to add to your 
data. For example, if you have 10 years of sales data and want to be able to have one 
place to run a full trend report or just keep all of your companies sales history in one 
place you can do it here. 

Export all data to excel for adhoc reporting or audit support. This 
allows ultimate flexibility with your data. Only download what you need.

Roghnu Cloud Data Warehouse Functionality

You can keep all of your history or just what 
you want. You can also purge the data each quarter to ensure you only have what your 
compliance department or business reporting resources want.

Web interface for everyone 

Business intelligence tools

Import from Excel 

Export to Excel 

Purge based on your compliance rules
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Most solutions are priced per user limiting a company to granting 
access to only a few people. To start our solution grants up to 12 users for the standard 
fee. If more users are necessary they can be easily added for $180 per 5 user per year 
($3 / user / month).

Roghnu Cloud Data Warehouse Pricing

Bulk user priced

Basic Data Warehouse

$1,500 One Time Setup
$1,500 Per Year Subscription

5 G of Storage 1
20 Warehouse Objects 2
12 Users

1 Warehouse objects are database tables defined in your source system or by the business where 
multiple tables are combined or a report is used to create a data warehouse table.
2 On average, roughly 1 million rows of data equals 200 MB; 5 million rows is 1 GB; 5GB then allows 
for an estimated 25 million rows of data.

This is not a transaction based system but we keep the system available 
for your use.
98% uptime 

Extended Data Fees 

What does it cost if you exceed our standard level of 
service? 

5 GB data (estimated 25 million rows) - $375 / year

10 additional users - $300 / Year

5 warehouse objects – One-time setup and load 
$375; Annual subscription fee $300 / year



Contact Us

844-ROGHNU1
Info@Roghnu.com
www.Roghnu.com

On-Line Demos Available
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